
Personalized Crystal Infusion Programs
just for you!

 

healing, mending and integrations
intentions, visions and goals
any kind of specific event
anything that is important to you

I was recently gifted by Spirit with this ground-breaking,
game-changing entirely new modality.

 
Custom-designed 'recipes' of different crystal ally energies

that are broadcast to you on your own unique timetable.
 

 Tailor-made transmissions that support you and your ~

Let's create a timed program for you to receive powerful
energetic transmissions of crystalline frequencies
supporting you and maximizing your optimum level of
success in any area of your life.  

Examples of situations that would benefit from this are ~
Operations, medical interventions (see example)
Job interviews
Important meetings
Joyous celebrations for everyone there
Times of great change and uncertainty
When you need clarity with big decisions
Additional support when things aren't going that well
Tests of any kind:  academic, trades, re-trainings
Spiritual journies that would benefit from spirit ally
helpers
Absolutely anything of significance for you!
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How it works . . . 
For those familiar with homeopathy, these energy infusions work in a similar way.  Our
systems can become weakened, compromised or are not as strong as we would like or need
them to be.  We can improve those deficiencies, stresses or challenges with crystalline
infusions of hand-picked frequencies that remind, re-awaken, and regenerate your body to
optimal health and well-being:  physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually.

And of course, we can also add beneficial energy without having some kind of major
challenge happening.  An up-levelling as it were.  Receiving the right kind of light infusions at
the right time can certainly benefit your spiritual growth and evolution.

Unawares you may already are benefitting from the subtle energy infusions such as the
expansive feeling of being out in nature.  Or really enjoying a piece of music that seems to
ignite something inside of you.  Perhaps being in the presence of calm people, or people you
love and care about create a feeling of wellness and connection.  These are examples of how
powerful and profound the influence of the unseen truly is.

Why crystals?  Because crystals, gems, stones and minerals are created with the same
chemical elements as our bodies are.  So the stones naturally vibrate with the same elements
within our bodies.  And we can use these channels of energy flows (as our birthright) because
the circuitry is already there.

So let's take advantage of this communication channel between the crystal and our nervous
system consciously for our benefit!  The light information is transmitted to the brain and is
interpreted and processed like any other stimulus would be.  This creates biochemical,
emotional, mental and energetic responses.

So through engaging with the stone consciously, we can learn to perceive and interpret the
information the stone is sharing and how that energy is affecting you personally as your ally.

With a rarified, sacred ability to draw upon Grace Light and Heart Light, I skillfully combine
those with the crystalline allies we have previously selected.  And those supporting
frequencies are what is shared with you on the timetable of your choosing.

These are transmitted to you and/or your entire group of people (with their permission of
course) remotely.  There is no need to be present in the same room.  A lot of experience has
validated the incredible strength and effectiveness of these transmissions at a distance.

See the sample below that I created for a client who was to receive an operation under
general anesthetic.  This will give you an idea of what your 'recipe' may be!
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Pre-op:  Smokey Quartz for grounding
"I ground my light into the Earth organism."

 
Pre & post op:  Black Tourmaline for purification

"I am centred and clear."
 

During and post-op:  Ruby for life force
"I allow my life force to rise and energize my body,

mind and creations."
 

Post-op:  Seraphinite for healing
"I honour my body as a vehicle for Divine Light."

 
With Seraphinite:  Peridot for increase
"I expand with the energy of increase."

 
A few days later:  Vanadinite for power

"I own my power as an expression of the Divine within
me."

 
A few days later:  Staurolite for support

"I consciously receive support from all my allies."
 

Whenever:  Blue Kyanite for inner bridges
"The Universe is working to connect me with my highest

good."
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Your Crystalline Program
(This is a sample for peri-operation client)


